For Immediate Release

FREE from Vienna: Big Bang Orchestra
Vienna Symphonic Library releases “Tutti” Orchestra Library, free of charge
Vienna, September 27, 2019 – The Vienna Symphonic Library team is thrilled to announce the
release of Big Bang Orchestra, a brand-new library featuring samples from Vienna’s famous
Synchron Stage Orchestra playing all together (“tutti”) on Stage A of the company’s own
Synchron Stage Vienna. It’s the very space and ensemble that provided the sound for many
Hollywood blockbusters and TV series, such as Ad Astra, The Meg, The Crown, Blue Planet II
and many more. The new product is the Austrian company’s way of saying “Thank You” to its
worldwide community of music creators and is free of charge. A USB eLicenser such as the
ViennaKey (or any other hardware eLicenser, e.g., by Steinberg or Arturia) is required. The
ViennaKey is available at a discounted price of €15 (reg. €24) through October 31, 2019.

Massive Orchestra Sound at the Touch of a Single Key
Capturing a large “tutti” orchestra with string, brass and woodwind sections all playing together
is a first for Vienna Symphonic Library. The sheer power of a massive orchestra, enhanced by
the outstanding acoustic environment of the large hall of Synchron Stage Vienna, make for a
powerful virtual instrument. Whether used as a source of inspiration, to create quick largesounding demos, or to beef up existing tracks – Big Bang Orchestra contains all the ingredients
to leave a lasting sonic impression, from earth-shattering accents to awe-inspiring “braaahhms”.
Articulations include staccatos, sustains, marcatos, swells and runs.

Powerful Presets
Big Bang Orchestra is powered by the included Synchron Player with its many integrated FX
plug-ins and routing options. The integrated mixer allows users to adjust the level of the various
mic signals or to change the sound and ambience of the entire ensemble in the room. What’s
more, the included mixer presets with settings from “Close” to “Distant” deliver quick and greatsounding results. The “Processed” presets provide an ultra modern, punchy and fat orchestral
sound right out of the box.

Vienna Symphonic Library releases free Big Bang Orchestra

Big Savings on the ViennaKey
Like all Vienna Symphonic Library products, the Big Bang Orchestra requires a USB eLicenser,
a hardware-based copy protection system that is used by, e.g., Steinberg. The ViennaKey is
Vienna Symphonic Library’s version of the eLicenser, and it is currently available at a special
promotional price of €15 (reg. €24) through October 31, 2019 at the company’s web shop.

About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample
library developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual
orchestral music production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use. Vienna
Instruments, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU, VST,
and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles, from
their flagship Symphonic Cube to special instruments such as the Vienna Konzerthaus Organ,
the Vienna Imperial grand piano, saxophones, upright bass, and even distorted guitar.
Acclaimed software products include Vienna Instruments Pro, Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna
MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an entirely new venture:
Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that accommodates
orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations and revolutionary
approaches with traditional recording technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.

Graphics and screenshots are available for download here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Zt-H-FgfPenB4PL0pVM4CKnVnpA4yQq1
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